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Abstract

The authors previously developed a system to facilitate the self-directed learning and practicing of software languages in Singapore. One of the goals of this self-directed learning was to enable the creation of student mentors who would be able to assist other students during classroom sessions. Building on this work, the authors extended the platform to support the promotion and coordination of multiple programming competitions within Singapore with the goals of identifying, enabling, and mentoring students who might be better prepared to mentor their peers at their school after participating in the country wide competition. This paper covers the challenges, insights, and features that were developed in order to register and select students in Singapore to participate in coding competitions with a limited number of available competition slots.

1. Introduction

Over the past few years the authors have developed and extended an online platform called SingPath [1] to promote the self-directed learning and practice of software languages, and to experiment with ways to make the time students spend together in classrooms more efficient. The authors also introduced adaptive gameplay to allow players to moderate and pick individual difficulty levels to encourage self-directed learning and programming practice [2]. Additionally, quests, a collection of short videos that are shown to students as they solve new problems, can be used to provide relevant tutorials or can be designed to promote curiosity and a more fun learning experience for the students [2].

In order to assess the capabilities of students in classroom settings the authors previously outlined a process to conduct in class lab sessions as competitive tournaments [3]. Research was also conducted to leverage the capabilities of more advanced students by automatically assigning them to mentor less capable or less prepared students [4]. Building on this work, the authors extended the SingPath platform to support the promotion and coordination of multiple programming competitions within Singapore with the objective of identifying, enabling, and mentoring students from multiple school systems so that students might be better prepared to mentor their peers at their local schools after participating in nation wide competitions.

Three limited sitting SingPath programming competitions were launched in early 2014. Due to sitting restrictions, a fair and open process was needed in order to select the students who would be invited to participate and compete in the programming tournaments. The qualification process developed was similar to the second chance admissions tournament [5] that the authors had previously supported. This qualification process, unlike the second chance tournament, did not have a pre-selected student population. Instead, each competition was made available to all qualified students in Singapore and the process called for a completely self-serve system for the students.

2. Education in Singapore

Singapore is a city-state in Southeast Asia consisting of approximately five million inhabitants. The Singapore government spends approximately twenty percent of the national budget on education [6]. Children in Singapore typically attend primary school between the ages of six and twelve years old and then attend Secondary School between the ages of thirteen and seventeen or eighteen years old depending on the secondary diploma earned. Upon finishing secondary school, the majority of students go on to complete either a two-year program at a
Junior College or a three-year program at a Polytechnic University.

The three SingPath programming competitions were announced to promote software development skills among Secondary School, Junior College, and Polytechnic University students. Students in each of these school categories were invited to register for upcoming competitions and to begin solving problems on SingPath.com. Python was selected as the language for the Junior College and Polytechnic University competitions and JavaScript was chosen for the Secondary School competition. A distinct URL link for each competition was provided to a group of Secondary School, Junior College and Polytechnic University instructors in Singapore who were then invited to share the competition links with fellow instructors.

To provide additional incentives to students, a MacBook Air was donated as the grand prize for each competition. These grand prizes were sufficient to drive initial interest and see between fifteen to fifty students from each school category sign-up within the first three weeks of the competitions’ software launch. This paper covers the features and process developed and refined to support the soft launch of these three events.

3. Qualification Process

The Events feature on SingPath.com handles the qualifying and sorting process for each programming tournament. The Events feature not only enables players to register for an event but it allows all students who register to see an event ranking of qualified students. These event rankings were initially based on the number of problems that players had solved on one of the paths provided by SingPath.com. On SingPath, paths are an ordered collection of levels, and levels are an ordered collection of problems. Therefore, as students registered for the appropriate event being Secondary School, Junior College or Polytechnic University, and solved problems on the appropriate SingPath path, they were able to see themselves moving up the Event ranking.

The player ranking view provided real time feedback on how each individual was doing relative to all other students practicing either Python or JavaScript to qualify for their specific event. In addition to the ranked list of players, the event registration cutoff point of forty players is clearly shown in the ranking, along with how many problems each player has solved. When the current player is not in the top forty ranking of players for the event, they are able to see themselves below the fortieth player. This view provides the player with feedback on how far they are from catching the fortieth player and qualifying for the programming tournament. For the Junior College and Polytechnic University competitions the cutoff limit was set at forty players due to the networked venue that had been selected. The Secondary School cutoff point was set at twenty students due to additional non-competition activities that were planned for the students. These activities, which involved teaming with local industry mentors, were deemed to be more appropriate for a smaller audience of students.

The qualifying process specified that all students who ranked above the cutoff point one week prior to the competition dates would be invited to the programming tournament. All invited students would then have three days to RSVP to their invitations before additional students from below the cutoff point would be invited to compete in the event.

These event qualifying features which implement event registration, rankings, and cut off points were sufficient to motivate eighty-six students to register and begin solving problems during the three week event qualifying soft launch. This figure equated to eighty-six percent of the approximately one hundred competition slots that were available across the three nation wide competitions. This early interest and participation by the students provided initial data to refine the process and qualification approach for the three programming competitions. An initial point of interest during the soft launch was that at least one student from each the Junior College and Secondary School events spent over eight hours practicing their respective software languages. The three-week soft launch data is included in Figure 1.

4. Cumulative Progress vs. Competition Window

While few of the registered students had played SingPath before the tournament registration was announced, it became clear that the process would need to be refined to make sure that the event qualification which was based on the cumulative number of problems that had been solved on SingPath would not give the advantage to students who had previously played on SingPath versus those students who had not used the platform in the past. In future competitions, any student that had participated in prior tournaments would have a significant head start in qualifying for any forthcoming programming tournaments compared to new comers, if event qualifying were based on cumulative, lifetime number of problems solved. On the other hand, a point was raised by school delegates that tracking cumulative numbers could be beneficial to participants in some instances since it would clearly communicate that students who practice throughout the year and during the school term, could more easily qualify for future events. However, it was also highlighted that this process
could also be a barrier to entry for students whose schools do not use SingPath or for students who practice with different paths of problems rather than the ones used for event qualification.

A possible solution to this head start issue would be to attempt to create an entirely new set of practice problems for each event qualification. In this instance a new path of problems would be created on SingPath and progress on this new path would be used to rank registered students. This approach was considered overly resource intensive since based on the soft launch data, the best students were likely to solve over two hundred problems in just a few weeks in order to qualify for events and the effort required to create and review two hundred new practice problems in a particular software language is substantial.

To address the cumulative progress qualification concerns, the authors added a quest qualification ranking feature that enable event qualification ranking by working through a quest rather than practicing a path. In previous work the authors developed a quest feature, which requires SingPath players to solve five problems before being able to see a short video clip [2]. Since creating new quests only requires the selection of a series of video clips and selecting an existing path of problems, creating new quests to support events is considerably less work than creating new paths of problems. Furthermore, whereas path progress on SingPath is cumulative, working through quests based on a path requires that problems be re-solved even if they have been solved previously. The support of quest event qualification also provides events organizers with an opportunity to present the event participants with a series of videos as they work towards qualifying for events. These clips can be any video publicly available on YouTube or any MP4 file accessible via a public URL link. For the three competitions discussed in this paper, cumulative path progress was chosen since few participating students had played SingPath previously and those who had played before had not solved many problems on the paths selected for the event rankings.

5. Qualifying Rounds

Within three weeks of registering, approximately ten of the Junior College students had already solved over one hundred problems with one student solving over two hundred problems (Table 1).

The high level of student engagement was encouraging, but it also raised concerns related to the availability of practice problems, the amount of time.
needed to qualify for the upcoming competitions, and the timing in which different students across the country would become aware of the competitions. Indeed, school delegates raised concerns by contributing that some students might not have as much time to practice and qualify as other students. If the minimum time needed to qualify became too great or the uncertainty of how much time would eventually be required became too great, this could be discouraging to many students who might otherwise participate in the tournaments. This issue would apply to students that learn about the competitions later and must race to catch up to the early starters. A proposed solution to these potential issues is to hold qualifying tournaments leading up to the competition. Rather than only set the number of available slots in the finals, a plan could be put in place to provide every student that achieves some milestone with an opportunity to demonstrate their skills in a proctored environment. This solution would be similar to setting the number of qualifying heats at a track and field event based on the number of participants that were able to run some distance in a pre-determined amount of time. The top finishers for each qualifying round would then be invited to the final competition where the prizes and other recognition would be awarded. Supporting qualifying rounds would also reduce the potential impact of students qualifying for events with too much assistance from their friends and family.

6. Privacy and Fraud Considerations

In order to protect the privacy of the students involved, no actual names or proof of school affiliation were required prior to the day of the final competitions. This also means that it is possible for a student to have someone else doing the qualifying work prior to showing up for the live competition. While getting help in qualifying for events will not help the students once they are in the live, proctored environment, too much assistance could result in some invitations being awarded to less capable students. Additional qualifying rounds while requiring more time and resources would ensure that every student in the final competition had demonstrated an ability to solve problems on their own in a proctored environment. On the day of the competitions, students will be required to show their student ID cards which all Singapore students possess. This process will ensure that only qualified students are able to participate in each competition. During the competitions, students will still be allowed to remain anonymous and should they choose to, go by a pseudonym.

7. Conclusion

During the three-week soft launch of three national programming competitions, the authors observed that eighty-six students registered and proceeded to solve over four thousand software problems. These students were likely motivated by the opportunity to win one of the MacBook Air’s offered as prizes as well as opportunities to represent their schools and impress their parents and instructors. Still, other students are likely to have registered just for fun and to see what the competitions were all about. With a limited number of seats available for the final competitions, the authors had to devise a meritocratic way for students to apply themselves in order to claim one of the available seats. As expected, some students solved as many problems as they could, spending over eight hours practicing software in order to claim their top spots in the event ranking. Some students solved just one to three problems while some students registered but solved no problems at all.

These students and the Singapore school delegates helped to highlight potential issues that could arise with registration and qualification of applicants. With these insights, new features and guidelines were implemented to facilitate a meritocratic system that produced diverse student participation from multiple schools.

In addition to supporting the three programming competitions discussed, the event qualifying system provides an easy way to extend the practicing platform developed for academic use to engage with industry partners who might be interested in seeing increased competency in a particular skill such as JavaScript or would simply like to raise their brand awareness among the best student developers. Additional support from industry could help to signal the value of software development skills by local companies and lead to increased awareness, motivation and interest from students.
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